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Title:  

EMV test bench medialisation used for secured analog circuit qualification and 
evaluation 

 

Description: 

 

RF characterization against EMV specifications during the design stage. 

 EMV contactless level 1 PICC (Proximity Card )/Mobil RF 

 EMV contactless level 1 PCD (Proximity Coupling Device) RF 

 Create simulation models in the Analog design environment of cadence 

 Correlate models with measurements.  

  

Mission: 

 

You will be part of the analog design team working on contactless smartcard that will use 
for the secure transaction: 

1. Study of the test bench setup component @ presto lab 

a. ISO/IEC14443 bench 

b. EMV bench 

2. Extract equivalent circuit element values for the individual coils (antenna) 

3. Matching network calculation  

4. Coupling factors of arrangement  

5. Create simulation Model in cadence environment 

The simulation model for the ISO/IEC10373-6 antenna arrangement, in brief ISO 
model, is built of ideal network elements which have constant values assigned so 
that it can be simulated independently of any process variations. Process model 
files used for simulation of CMOS process variations are not applied for the 
simulation of the ISO model. Additionally the values for the inductance, parallel 
resistance and capacitance of the transponder antenna can be parameterized in 
order to use the model independently of the antenna class. Values will be 
assigned during simulating using the Virtuoso. 

6. Correlation between simulation models and Test bench 

Using our analog front end to extract transmitted command data out of the reader 
to card communication direction simulation could be done and correlate with 
different kind of reader on EMV and ISO bench. 
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Profile: 

 

Degree Engineer school or equivalent in Microelectronic 

Experience Postgraduate training course 

Mandatory skills  

 

You are in last year of engineering, master or university preferably in 
the electronic field. 

You ideally have initial experience in this field and you have 
knowledge of Radio Frequency. 

You have experience in schematic design and simulation (Cadence). 
Linux operating system experience. 

You are a good team player and you have excellent interpersonal 
skills. 

English: advanced level.  
 

Appreciated 
skills 

Analog and / or RF 

Main interfaces Designers + Application engineers 

Environment Technical et friendly 

Début du stage Beginning of 2017 

Duration 5 to 6 months 

Salary 
For BAC+5: 

If 5 months --> 30%SMIC+15€/day 

If 6 months --> 1000€/month 

Location Close to Aix en Provence  : 
Wisekey 
Arteparc Bachasson, Bat A 
Rue de la carrière de Bachasson 
13590 Meyreuil 

Contact hbottaro@wisekey.com  /  jmpinede@wisekey.com 
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